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ABSTRACT
.

It has sometimes been proposed thatelaS the physical
prowess of aging people wanes, the nature of their public service may
change: if they are no longer able to provide the community with
mecha al energy, they neverthel ss perform important functions in
public si tAons,their contribu ion shifting in a sense from power
to modeled *dance.,In a systema c sample of 45 societies, we r
examine the par 'cipation of ola en and women in ritual.

' performances, as 11 as the rev rberations of these performances.
Aging members ,of these societies sees to provide other members of
these communi*es with traditional models for living and working,
expressed cyclacally at celebrated stages of the life cycle and the
work cycleto whiCh aal community members adhere. We briefly describe
broad discernible trends, especially as they relate to the current .

fortunes Of. the aged. The results of the survey' suggest that if a
decline in ritual participation among old geople exists, it may not
be a permanent one, but may be linked to the condition- of rapid ,

social change, a. characteristic of the secular quality of Western
society. (Author)
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DYNAMIC ASPECTS OF RITUAL:
A RESOURCE IN DECLINE? '

Eleanor Krassen Maxwell

This paper represents a preliminary attempt to analyze the qualitative

data from forty-five pre-industrial societies c cerning the activities of

the. aged. Pre-industrial societies,were phoaen in order to natablish an
%.

evolutionary and processional framework. The data consists of statements

about aging written by anthropologist/ix sociologists., and missionaries, and

others who have written eye,- witness accounts of these societies. Several

ethnographic works were read for,each:Society and statements concerned s'ith

the activities o±' the aged or,the treatment of the aged by other members of

'societies were abstracteA'O'that we could compare them-with similar activities
r.,,
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We instead examined all the activities of the aged; Fra from these were able

to determine that their expressive activities could be described according

to certain patterns which emerged.

What kinds of ritual.are old people involved ih? Older pel-sons seem to

be involved in three basic types of ritual activities: life cycle ceremonies,

work cycle rituals, and power displays.

The first type which Shows up quite frequently are ritual activities

which take place at various stages of the life cy.01e. There is usually some

type of ceremony associated with them which has a definite format, thus

demonstrating to the rest of the community that the subjects of the oelebra-

tion -have symbolically completed the life cycle status, passage. Periods

Most often celebrated are birth, initiation into adulthood or the time one

comes of age, marriage, elderhood, death, and ancestorhood. Mi)re consistently

than ahy other group, old men and women are singled out for some type of

re,Ognition in these ceremonies. Old-Apaches blesa babies so they too will-

ive a long life while they recite the prescriptions for successful survival.

gy

lders like the Bakongo old men of Africa, are either'in charge of training

initiates, or elie as among the Te"da.Nomads of the Sahara Desert, they are

given the honor of performing the actual initiation ceremony. Often these

ceremonies are used as an excuse,to recite tribal lore, myths, and *history.

Old women are often the intermediaries-in marriage plans and both sexes of

elders are actively involved in telling the bride and groom how to make their

marriage work. In more than half the societies that we have studied; older

people are influential in planning and performing the activities connected

with the final stage of life,- preparing a person for another world,. his death
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and his funeral. One Mapuche ethnographer (the Mapuche are in Chile). reported

that the funeral rites in that society might as well hake been classrooms,

"where male elders impart detailed comments on male values." Many times

when there is an ancestor cult in a hociety,_,y04, find that the aging members

of the society are dir tin urayers, se" ces, and even seance type activ-

ities in order to ea on he former meth( is of their group fos advice. /

The entire, ommunity is often in, lved in these life cycle ceremonies,

but the ol r people usually sere 'sponsors for some of their

famil . Mostolder persons ar, involved in at least one of these ceremonies

i all pre-industrial socie es.

If we look,at work cle activities, old people play a leading role

although in thief,' t f ritual they are usually. there as leaders of various

professions or oth sub-groups in the society. The activities involved are

connected with me activity in the work cycle and the ritual itself might

by a formal, remony or a simple prayer. Sometimes even the presence of an

older pers insures a successful hunt or harvest. Who conducts these rituals

and who ttends them seems to be related to the relatively rudimentary divis-

ion o labor in the society. Seniority seems to be important, but only within

th- li4ts of the group which is involved in the ceremony. Some of the cere-c

niee are again examples of initiation rites, but instead of being admitted

into a new age grade, the elders initiate the youth into the work force.

Old Balinese priests trail new, ones, chiefs Of some societies train new chiefs

and conduct the ceremonies in which their chieftainship is announced. Shamans

also initiate their own and so do craft specialists and medical practitioners.
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Some of the work cycle ritua s are similar to the third type of ritual

in which old people are involved, namely the power displays. Sometimes it

is believed that some older people in a society will have the power to affect,

the weather. They will make it rain so the cropii will grow, or they will

make the sun shine so the entire community will be able to hunt. In other

power displays the aged will demonstrate that they have either the super-

naturally endowed ability or, the technologically derived power to cure the sick,

cause misfortune, communicate with ancestors or animal guardians or perform

certain feats of divination, from which they are later able to protect them-

selves or other members of the community. Women and men perform these rites

for various family members; only a few actually have these power skills, but

again, the aged, more than any other status group are believed to possess

them.

Let us consider the consequences of elderly participation in these

rituals. How are other persons'_lives'affected by following the. ritual pat-
,

terns of the aged? Examining the jobs that the old people actually do in

these ceremonies, certain patterns begin to emerge. First of all, most'of

the rituals are concerned with the life cycig. What do the do there?

They seem to be modeling the future behavior of others and teaching and

preparing others for their future social roles. They are the ones who are

instructing others in these status passages. They sometimes go off alone

with the initiates and teach them what they have to know in their new status.

They are thus the modeling agents for these'young people. Because it is the

oldest members of society who teach the youngsters, the initiates are provided

with lifetime models. They C'.'n look at their aged mentor and know that this
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is one part of himself, inOrrole or pattern of behavior and associations that

he can follow for the rest of his life. He represents what they will become.

In a cross-cultural study of initiation ceremonies, Frank Young con-

cluded that initiation ceremonies were directly related to the amount of

solidarity expressed by members of the community. Keeping solidarity in

. mind, consider the consequences of the fact that it is usually the oldest

members of the society who are initiating the youngest. It becomes clear

that an initiator who is still obviously a member of a group after an entire

lifetime will be able to impress more dramatically upon the initiate the

fact that he will be a.member of a solidarity group for a long time to come.

By having the aged members of society perform the ceremonies a lasting con-

tinuity is implied. A cycle is implied. A lifetime model is expressed.

In describing the Kwoma life cycle rituals, Whiting tells us that there

is a basic life process going on in that community. For any individual the

process is completed when he has gone through the age-grade ceremony first

as an initiate and then as an initiator. Froth our dataAt becomes clear that

the Kwoda experience is not uniqUe, many societies, youth are socialized

and modeled by their elders, later in life becoming the modeling agent8 for

the next generation.

Durkheim induced from a study. of ArandaLethnography that rpual in

primitive societies characterized by a collectiVe conscience.was used as a

means of expressing and dramatizing shared values, thus insuring the continuance

of a fairly stable social order. From our own ethnographic survey we have

v`N seen a wider range of societies than Durkheim examined. We have seen cases

where models remed static and options were few as well as those where
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,ryounger members of the society were being exposed to other ways of doing things

th'om that of their ancestors and were facing options which forced them to

reject the ways of the past,

It seems to Iv that it is impossible to discuss models and. modeling

wtthout recognizing that models do not, remain unchanged and the modeling pro-,

cess is by necessity constantly evolving.' In any society at any given time,

-rules for what we do are created in interaction, and the models that we set

up for these rules/ cannot keep up with the,fast changes that occur in them

as intera takes place. Social scientists w11116have studied rules, norms;

and models have recognized for some time that there is a fpndamental distinc-

tion betweeh what people say they do (herein called "tradition") and what

they actually do (herein called "doing")? Expressed,"traditional" models

always appear to be static. To state a rule gives it an unnatural and false

sense of closure.

As changes begin to emerge the traditional or spoken way of doing things

will appear to be characterized^by slow change, social inertia,'limited

options; and trusted techniques. The "doing" way will'appear to be linked

with pragmatism -- the easy way of doing things, multiple options and progress.

Froth my time perspective, my present, the tradition of pre-industrial
4

societies seems to be a range of limited options, small-scale agriculture,

little contact with diverse cultures, and few sub-communities or different

social worlds within any society. That doesn't mean that these options don't

exist in the absolute. It only means that when they are compared to the

multiplicity of modern times, they seem to have been less significant.

In pre-industrial societies the elders have been the upholders of

tradition. The continuity'of the traditional system is reinforced by the



fact that the aging members of society are modeling the actions of the youth.

Where at an earlier stage of their lives they were actively doing the work,

in old age they deplstrate that they still accept traditional ways of doing

things, by Actively expressing the established rules for them.

Ritual is not the only context in which such modeling takes place.

There is also reinforcement of traditional rules through both solicited and

unsolicited advice. There is formal teaching in cla srooms. There is entlr-

tainment and game playing in which traditional ways of doing things are

described. But ritual emerges in our data as.thelast functidnal context

in pre-industrial societies, for modelers or traditional values, as new.

traditions take over, perhaps because it has so often gained supernatural

sanction. However
)Nag the old tradition starts to break down, even super-.

naturally sanctioned rituals become ineffective in attempts to insure the

continuance of the old-fashioned social order. The previously accepted

modeler of traditional values now becomes the unaccepted negative model for

the 'Ay things should not be done. In.other words, he becomes the "bad

example."

In an industrial society like our we have moved very far from the

Durkheimian ideal of a total socetylth a'iiiared collective conscience.

In societies like the one Durkheim studied, youth have few options, and changes

don't take place so noticeably in any individual's lifetime. Rules were

relatively simple and the oldest members of a community were those most

imbued with the tradition and those who were probably most capable of trans-

witting traditional valises.

Our data seem to suggest that if'there were a solidary-group in modern

society which also showed evidence of continuity; one in which new things

9



weren't happening every day, the members of that group with.the most seniority

would serve as the modeling agents for the new members. There might also be

some sort of initiation connected with the group in which members with the.

most seniority. would teach the newcAers about the group's past activities and

rules of conduct to which all group members adhered. If tiiere were such a

solidary group, the oldest members would be singled out iii tome way during

the initiation procedure in order to demonstrate the continuity of the model

in the sqlidary group.

But in our society, for*he most part, each individual belongs to several

social worlds, perhalA to several "mini systems." To each one of them he

bitngs different parts of himself, different faces suited to different situa-

tions. Each social group has a membership'which creates its own rules. The

groups are not static; memberships change and so do the rules. Because there

are several such dynamic worlds, our "total society" if it exists at ay.,

appears to change at a pace far greater than its simpler counterpart. Inste

of total solidarityt we seem to have diverse loyalties. We have so many

reference groups that even in our various social worlds we don't have mini-

solidary groups. We have to know not just the rules Of the groups we feel

loyal towards. We have to know something about other gups also so we can
4 4

have some minimal amount of interaction with them as well. The consequences

of multiple ,loyalties -and diverse commitments are great, but,only a few can

be considebed here. We are no longer involved in a small isolated social

group to which we difer and look to for information on all aspects of our

lives. There is no single grouphof.face7tq-face peers (at least I hope not)

1 0
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which watches us every day to monitor our deeds. And because the norms are

Ji
constantly changing and are diverse -for each of our many associations, our

formal models become different as well. Ritual is no longer an effective
O

context of mandated social control. In our "total society" there is no

single shared system of belief that can be expressed in so abstract a Manner.

Instead we have forMal Codified laws, that are enforced by courts of,law and

-appointed officials who often fail at their task because there isn't agree-

ment among their constituents.

The most important thing that happens as a result of the change to

multiplicity is that changeokAppear to happen far more rapidly day than

they, did earlier. These changes have created new options for

the aged can't always count on being the modelers of tradition ar* more.

They Ao have options too however. -Many of them bqortunately do not know

this because many of our current models tell them and us as well, that optiona

are only for the youth an' that the old should just prepare to die.

But this i not the case. Models and modelers can be changed. Most

:people admit now that the process of socialization continues throughout the

life_cycle. Elders then canavail themselves. of options-jand participate in

as many social worlds as they choose. Impressions fiom having interviewed

and worked with senior citizens during the past six years indicate to me

.

that those who seem to be experiencing."dignified aging" have one thing in

common, an absolute determination to continue ieading useful and productlyq

lives. Our data indicate that we must continue to modify our models, until

everyone is guaranteed this option.
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